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 Introduction 

 Ability to analyze affordance is one of the essential aspects of developing complex and flexible socio-
cognitive behaviors among primates, including human. In fact, affordance - what something can offer or 
afford to do with - is an important aspect in our day-to-day interaction with the environment and with 
others. 

The pioneer work of Gibson in cognitive psychology, refers affordance as what an object offers, as all action 
possibilities, independent of the agent's ability to recognize them. Whereas, in Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI) domain, Norman tightly couples affordances with past knowledge and experience and 
sees affordance as perceived and actual properties of the things. 

Moreover, research on action-specific perception proposes that the people perceive the environment in 
terms of their abilities to act on it, which in fact help the perceivers to plan future actions. Affordance can 
be used as tool to gain awareness of the opportunities, which are available in it, and use this awareness to 
self-configure and to interact with a human user. 

This equally holds from the perspective of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) in Romeo2, mere existence of an 
affordance (in its typical notion of action-possibilities) is not sufficient, more important is that the agent 
should be able to perceive it and associate it with the activities. This document is intended to provide a 
basic level of affordance and associated activity learning through human-robot interaction in Romeo2. 

 Learning Task Semantics 
The main approach will be based on Interaction based Knowledge building and the robot learns 
incrementally. The following two aspects based on functional affordances will be learned: 

 Affordances: <Object, Use> 
To learn the possible uses/activities associated with an object.  
 

 Activity Pattern: <Affordance, Time>  
To learn the temporal relation of a particular use/activity associated with the same object. 
 
This is important, because even if there are same objects in front of the human, but depending upon the 
time of the day that object might be used for different purpose or might not be interested for the human at 
all.    

 Illustrative Example and Benefits 
One example of such learning is, during HRI the robot asks to the human, “what is in front of you?” The 
human says, “a computer.” The robot asks, “OK, what are you doing?” The human says, “Watching movie.” 
The robot learns new a functional affordance relation in terms of <Computer, Watch Movie>, and also 
learns some activity pattern relation <<Computer, Watch Movie>, Evening> and so on.   
 
Next morning during another interaction session, the robot asks again the question, “what is in front of 
you”, and human says, “a computer.”  Then this time the robot guesses, “so you were watching movie?” and 
the human says, “No, I was checking e-mails.” The robot updates its hypothesis about affordances and 
activity patterns and through a mechanism stores in the knowledgebase that the human can watch movie 
or check e-mails when there is a computer in front of him and also stores the probability of a particular 
activity in terms of the time of the day. This way the robot uses its knowledge to shape the future 
interaction and support and assist the human better. This also introduces dynamicity in the robot’s 
interaction behavior and facilitates the robot to learn lifelong. 



 

 Outline of the Framework 
Figure 1 outlines the overview of the affordance-activity learning approach. As shown, it will begin by 
observing the activity or the environment. Then at appropriate moments, the robot will try to engage a 
person present in the environment, if the person is not already engaged in interaction with the robot. Once 
an engaged person is detected, the robot will start verbal interaction with the human, which might be 
talking about the activity the human is involved in or the environment surrounding the human. Such 
interaction will be designed specifically with some dynamic parameters (based on already existing 
affordance knowledgebase and some randomness) to extract information about objects, their uses, and the 
things/activities the human is involved in. There will be rules to extract useful relations about affordance 
and activity patterns from such interaction. In case of any confusion, the robot will ask for clarification. Such 
confusions will be basically about the previously learned affordance and some news understandings. Then 
the understanding will be appropriately inserted or updated in the affordance database. 

  

 
 
Figure 1 Outlines the overview of the affordance-activity learning approach. 

 
Various extractors and situation assessment based reasoning developed in Romeo2 project (See [1], [2] for 
references) will help in providing the information about the basic attributes to be used in building the 
interaction pattern and affordance database. 

 

 Proposed API 

 void affordance::startLearningSession() 
It will start a session in which affordance are supposed to be learnt and initialize some of the 
internal parameters, such as user id, etc. 
 

 void affordance::stopLearningSession() 
It will stop the current session of learning and forget the internal parameters. 
 

 void affordance::observeStateNow() 
It will start listening to the events and extractors, which should be used to trigger the interaction 
for affordance learning. For example if the human looks at the robot, etc.  
 

 int affordance::tryToEngage() 
It will try to engage the person from time to time if there is someone but not paying attention to 
the robot. Such engagement could be verbal or gesture based fetching attention attempts. 
 

If the person’s shows interest, it returns the positive id of the person otherwise a negative value is 
returned. 
 



 

 void affordance::talkForAffordanceInformation() 
There will a set of predefined rules to talk about activities, objects, etc. The decision about what to 
talk about will be governed by internal mechanism based on already existing affordance 
knowledgebase and some randomness. The goal will be to extract the relevant  information  about 
affordance and activity patterns and store in internal structure.  
 

 affordanceStruct affordance::getAffordanceActivityUnderstanding() 
This will return a list of all the new understandings at the end of the current session.  
affordanceStruct will consist of:  

Affordances: <Object, Use>  

Activity Pattern: <Affordance, Time> 

 

 void affordance::updateUnderstanding(affordanceStruct elem) 
It will insert into knowledgebase one element from the learned affordance.  
Note: This function will have internal mechanism to handle conflicts and maintain consistency, 
which could be even asking to the user in case of doubt. 
 

 void affordance::forgetUnderstanding(affordanceStruct elem) 
It will simply forget about a particular learned affordance. 
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